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Transfer from Cairo Airport to Hotel in
Sharm el sheikh

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private every day 5 h 30 min any time

Book your private transfer from Cairo Airport to Hotel in Sharm el Sheikh by our air-conditioned
vehicles, Book now online  Your Cairo airport Transfer to Hotel in Sharm el Sheikh.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Pick up from Sharm el Sheikh
Airport upon arrival
Private transfer by air-conditioned
vehicle to your hotel in Sharm el
Sheikh
Assistance to pick up your luggage
at Sharm el Sheikh airport
Protection from the Taxi Drivers'
hassle
One bottle of Mineral Water for
Each person
All Service charges and taxes

Visa to Egypt
Optional Tours
Tip

Itinerary:

Book your private transfer from Cairo Airport to Hotel in Sharm el Sheikh by our air-
conditioned vehicles, Book now online  Your Cairo airport Transfer to Hotel in Sharm el
Sheikh.
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 Days Table

First Day :Private transfer from Cairo Airport to Hotel in Sharm el sheikh

Egypt Tour Packages representative meet and assist you inside
Cairo airport ,Skip the Line and get your visa upon your arrival at
Cairo airport.There is nothing brighter and more comfortable than
finding a smiling face waiting for you when you arrive or depart
Cairo International Airport.

Then Our driver will pick you up from Cairo Airport and transfer to
your hotel in Sharm el sheikh by our air-conditioned modern
vehicles to Sharm el sheikh,You can choose any hotel in Sharm el
sheikh or near Sharm el sheikh Pyramids during the booking
Process ,You also can also make notes if you want to be dropped
off in appartment.through our whatsapp service you can stay
contacted with us,If there any update in your flight status.we also
can help you to arrange Sim card to skip the line through our
internet Packages.our representative will offer a variety of
sightseeing tours and activities to explore  Cairo & Sharm el
sheikh, moreover, our representative will offer one bottle of Mineral
water to each person.
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Price:

 153 Dollar PER Double ($ Discount 5% ) --  162 

 139 Euro PER Transfer ( € Discount 5% ) --  147  

 122 GBP PER Transfer (£ Discount 5%) --  147  

 Discount Code "loveegypt"

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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